Happy Holi to all of you!! And a very warm welcome to all our new family members.

- Prof. Prakash Shingi will be the Dean, FLAME School of Business & the FLAME School of Liberal Education.
- Dr. Vijay Kumthakar will be the Asst Dean of COGE.
- Ms. Nidhi Reddy will be Student Counselor & advisor for Chennai.
- Faculty interviews continue at a heated pace.
- The seminars were conducted for History, Classical Dance and French.

Kolkata Calling
Parag and Indira addressed a group of parents and students in Kolkata. The event was arranged by P.D. Rai, our NE rep. They also attended a panel discussion about today's Education System & importance of Liberal Education with some of the Principals of Institutes. All agreed that the education system in India requires change and refocus, especially at the undergraduate level. Liberal education seems to be the answer and FLAME is at the forefront of this revolution!

FEAT-AIMET
FLAME Entrance Aptitude Test was completed successfully for aspiring postgraduate students for FLAME. The Test was conducted nationally and the attendance was 92%. AIMET (All India Management Entrance Test) helps assess candidates on the key skills that management institutes look for in a candidate for a successful career. AIMET tries to provide an assessment of candidates based on holistic reasoning skills rather than subject based knowledge.

Here are the details of the entrance test process so that all of us are well informed about it. The test evaluates the applicant’s competence in the following areas: Verbal Ability, Quantitative Aptitude and Reasoning. The test has seventy-five multiple choice type questions to be answered in 150 minutes. The questions are drawn from situational cases that reflect real life scenarios. All the cases have questions from all of the above-mentioned areas and applicants are required to perform equally well in all areas.

After completing the aptitude test the applicants proceed to the next stage: Opportunity Spotting (OS) and FLAME's own Personality Testing (PT). Applicants are required to write short essays on topics that test their potential to be business leaders and assess their personality traits. Based on the performances in the above, applicants will be invited for Group Discussion and Personal Interview.

Important Dates
For everyone's information the Group Discussion & Personal Interviews for aspiring PG students will be conducted on the following dates and cities: Pune-1st March, Mumbai-2nd March, Chennai-5th March, Delhi-5th March and Kolkata-6th March

Happy Birthday...
Kaustubh Bankapure 11 March
Ashlesha Swaminathan 16 March
Prasad Vanarase 27 March
Sharad Poman 29 March
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Many happy returns & best wishes for this year!
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